I. A WORD FROM THE AUTHOR

PART ONE
This book should be read as nothing but a fantasy book.
Please read each and every disclaimer very carefully.
Be mindful that this book will be reprinted with altered frequencies for
one and only reason - to discredit the content. So if your book does not
come from www.thelawoffrequencies.com direct it is probably twisted in
content. Check hard copy against the web content after purchasing a
hard copy.
Remember - they will do everything to bury this knowledge again!
They will do everything to ridicule it!

PART TWO
Look at this Zoo, the Circus, the Prison, the Concentration Camp we’ve
been put in.
Look around you. Look at the ocean of zombies. Look at all the
lemmings. Parrots incapable to use their own mind freely.
Look in the mirror. Look into your own eyes. Look at the arrogance in
your eyes.
The arrogance of thinking how smart and how advanced you are!

Do you think you have Free Will? Your arrogance will let you believe you
do….
Do you think this Planet is unique and that we are the most advanced
species in the Universe?
Your arrogance almost certainly will tell you - Yes.
Or perhaps your consciousness is advanced enough to see beyond the
walls of this Prison?
Is your consciousness developed enough to see that this Reality is
nothing but a concentration camp. No different than the German Nazi
camps.
“Arbeit Macht Frei” - “Work makes you free”
Is your consciousness developed enough to see that we live in identical
realities to Nazi concentration camps except we have been stripped off
of all consciousness and free will.
Is it so difficult to realise that our minds have been enslaved so we can
be controlled and to follow the instructions designed for each and every
one of us?
We are surrounded by lies of such magnitude that those who attempt to
shed any light on the truth are ridiculed or assassinated.
There are millions of planets like ours. And thinking that we are alone
and that we are the most advanced species in the Universe is nothing
but madness.
This book has been written to prove to everybody that we can cure
almost every disease we want. And by doing so the truth about Western
Medicine will burn into ashes.
We live in the biggest concentration camp ever invented! And we are the
witnesses to the biggest genocide ever engineered! 500 years from now
if we still exist on this planet we will look back at Western Medicine and

we will conclude that this circus was no different to witch hunt in
Medieval Ages.
Sometime our humanity needs an individual who like Copernicus can
prove everybody wrong and who can initiate new Era of new
development for humanity.
My advise to all of you is - Free your mind from everything you know
because what you know are almost certainly all lies.
There is something big on the horizon. Something on a scale of Biblical
flood.
We have thrashed this planet beyond imagination. And we continue to
ignore the most important subject - overpopulation and waste. And the
only chance this planet has and us is if we perish from the surface of
Earth like several times in the past.
And only those who can see beyond the prison wall, only those who show
at attempt to make a real change, only those will be privileged to see
the new Era of humanity.
New Era - Free from labour, free from disease, free from lies, free from
death.
So look around again and say what you see - the answer gave us Nicola
Tesla long time ago:
“If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in terms of energy,
frequency and vibration.”
“The scientists of today think deeply instead of clearly. One must be
sane to think clearly, but one can think deeply and be quite insane.”
This is the state of our science. This is the sate of your mind…
Enjoy brand new approach to our future. Everything surrounding us is
made of frequencies. And all the problems can be solved with nothing
else but frequencies.

PART THREE
This book is nothing but the guide to help you to see over the walls of
this prison. This book was written to help you to free your mind and your
body from slavery.
You must understand one thing - there are many scientists with many
claims of finding magic frequencies to cure cancer and other diseases.
This is nothing further away from the truth.
Having spent four years doing Vega test I developed hundreds of
frequencies of what I thought were capable to cure almost anything cancer, lyme, you name it. There were official confirmation by NHS of
cancer stage 3/4 to be gone. Only to discover that all symptoms return
some time later or other conditions develop which none of those
frequencies could tackle. And those old or new conditions return when
physical pathogens are confirmed to have gone and nothing else should
be at the root of the problem…
So, how does it work?
It is very simple - we are infested with nano technology. We are infested
with tiny little nano robots controlled with 5G. Imagine combining 5G,
Nanobots and your personal DNA. The add a central computer
somewhere in Pentagon or Geneva and you both - your mind and your
body can be controlled remotely.
And I know they are laughing at all of those scientists who aspire to find
a cure for cancer or other incurable diseases. They are laughing because
they know they have weapon much greater than anybody can imagine.
This is also the reason why these scientists are still alive. The answer is
simple - those in control of this prison can and will induce identical
disease in those scientist for one reason and one reason only - to
discredit them. There is nothing like seeing an individual making claim
of having the cure for cancer to die from the very same disease. How
simple is that? It’s simply Genius!

But what is the answer to all of it? The secret to finding the antidote is
to find a cure for MND which is induced by nanotechnology. Only the
person or a scientist who can cure MND and/or Morgellons only he or she
can say we have the holy grail.
Till then best of luck to all who believe in any medical discoveries. Only
the cure to MND will give us freedom from the slavery!
Your body and mind belongs to them. You are their property.
And if you make a fool out of them by cheating your date of death then
they will activate MND or Morgellons so you suffer a lot more than with
your original assignment.
MND and Morgellons is always applied on those who start to lurk over the
wall of the prison or those who can see far in the distance. It’s a
preventative measure as well as punitive.
P. S.
Have you ever wondered why the latest immune therapy only works in
some cases and in some it does not?
This is why - Nanotechnology. The prison computer decides who lives and
who dies. Not scientists!
And Nanotechnology is the guarding tool of the order in hands of this
Planet’s owners.

